
 

 

 

The Woodlands North Homeowners Association 
P.O. Box 0202 

Northville, MI 48167-0202 

Meeting minutes: December 11, 2002 

 Location: Mike Takacs’s home 

Time: 7:00 pm 

Attendees: All board members  

Tom Schneider opened meeting. A motion was made to accept the November 

meeting minutes. A vote was taken and they were unanimously accepted as written.  

Financial report: Mosteller reported the balance to our account is $549.10. 

Zielinski presented Mosteller with several bills for supplies to produce and mail the 

“compliance letters”. Pulte has still not sent the check promised for all outstanding dues.  

Secretary Report – Zielinski received the Pulte address list for the sub-division 

residents. He presented each board member with a diskette with the compliance letter, 

stationery, the address list and several other items for their use.  

Social Committee – Discussed the plans for the upcoming Christmas party at the 

Pulte model. Pulte has cut the budget from $1,000 to $500, however Mosteller and 

Debbie Grant-Kelterborn (Not in attendance) felt this budget would be sufficient for food 

and crafts. Pulte will have Santa show up as well.  

Pulte has sent out invitations for the Christmas party and the November 

newsletter. Zielinski reported that the newsletter arrived 3 weeks after it was presented to 

Pulte for mailing. It was felt better timing could be achieved if the newsletter was 

presented to Pulte in envelopes and addressed the next time.  

Roosen suggested that the Association investigate hosting an outing to Northville 

Downs or to a local restaurant. Roosen will investigate for the next meeting.  

Zielinski reported 29 people are set up to receive web updates via e-mail and he is 

sending out notices to these folks as things happen. Schneider was pleased at the interest 

in the web and mailings. 

Zielinski also reported that compliance letters to various homeowners were 

mailed before Thanksgiving for satellite dish placement issues. A township ordinance 

calls for specific placement and handling of dishes on houses. Many homeowners have 



placed dishes on the roof in the front of the house, on various poles, on driveways and out 

of windows…all in non-compliance. The letters reported the offense and offered the 

resident time to get these dishes properly mounted.  

Tom Schneider will manage the Compliance Letter function. He will send all the 

future letters to residents. Board members will write up the specific issue on the 

compliance letter template (provided) and send them electronically to Schneider.  

Several residents have added only grass and no landscaping to their homes. This 

issue will become part of the first tasks of the yet to be formed Landscaping Committee. 

Warmer temperatures offer a chance to define and install proper landscaping in the 

spring.  

 A lawsuit has been filed from actions within the Ravines subdivision. This suit 

involving Wayne County, the Ravines builder and their residents has spilled over to 

several residents within the Woodlands. Specifically served were Woodlands residents 

that live directly within a certain foot radius of the land in question. 

According to information presented to the board, the suit claims the Ravines 

builder made a deal with Wayne County, which allowed land that is part of Hines Park to 

be used for run off of water from the subdivision. In addition the builder was allowed to 

build on some of Hines Park in exchange for property on Sheldon Road for a horse trail, 

or parking trailers for horses.  

The Ravines residents have no formal Association. According to several accounts 

many residents that live along the trail to be used for a horse path are upset that the 

builder never mentioned anything about this deal with Wayne County. Stopping the horse 

path or horse trailers parked behind their subdivision is the reason for the lawsuit.  

Several different steps of action are open to the Woodland residents:  1) join the 

suit 2) Pass on the suit or 3) Respond plaintiff to proofs, thus taking a neutral stance until 

evidence is brought out. The action that needs to be taken is unique to each resident 

named in the suit. Pulte has been named to the suit as well. No action was deemed 

necessary from the Association itself.  

Bill Meyers, Pulte’s new Director of Customer Services, sent to Schneider a 

written offer to address 2003 common area and services for 2003 maintenance. It is 

Pulte’s goal to turn over the landscaping for grass cutting and watering to the sub-

division this spring, except for those specifically noted as needed for selling homes 

around the model and entrance off Sheldon Road. Other services and Pulte’s proposed 

responsibility were described. One important note to residents was that Pulte would 

provide snow removal this 2002-2003 winter.  Pulte did not offer to maintain the cost 

obligation for the entire subdivision while the model home existed.   

Much discussion took place regarding the letter. Here are some of the topics: 

 Lack of solid information regarding costs 



 The lots surrounding the model not developed at Pulte’s desire so they can 

sell homes in the subdivision to the south. Dues? Landscaping? Is the 

subdivision completed until the final homes are sold?…including the 

empty lots around the model. 

 The 6 mile and Sheldon Pulte signs /advertising corner. Will they stay up? 

 Pulte’s non-transfer of dues money. How can we determine budget 

without the funds? 

 The timing of final paving  

 Landscaping sign-off with Northville….task list 

 Common area water costs and the responsibility for usage 

 No bid process in place to receive best prices for services 

 

The need to address the 2003 Association budget, bidding terms and the 

negotiation with Pulte for their continued residence at the model home will be the main 

topic of the January 2003 meeting. By by-laws the dues for the subdivision, which is 

$200 a year now cannot exceed $300.00 after the first year. With dues letters needing to 

be sent out soon, it is felt we need to vote in January to potentially increase dues to 

$300.00 for the next year. If it is determined that there are funds left over, Mosteller 

offered to reduce the funding in 2004. Should the costs get out of line with expenses, 

examples of ways to cut cost were offered such as water budgets for common area 

sprinklers.  

Pulte provided a copy of the insurance policy. It expires in August 2003. 

A detailed timeline for the costs to be incurred, the various bids and additional 

areas to be fixed within the subdivision will all be discussed at the January meeting. 

Zielinski presented an advertising proposal for costs per various media 

(Newsletter, directory, web). The proposal outlined that resident personal ads for baby 

sitting and garage sales would be free, however advertising for businesses needed 

specific costs for sizes and terms of the advertising. Board members will read the 

proposal and comment in December and at the January meeting.   

Zielinski will investigate the swing in the woods on White Pine Circle.  

Roosen is investigating the Comcast cable boxes with Lynne Mosteller. 

It was determined all mailboxes needed to be replaced with like kind if any 

damage or repair is necessary. No mailboxes will be tolerated that do not match the 

current Pulte set-up. 

The meeting closed at 9:40 pm 

Next Meeting Thursday January 9
th

 at Lynne Mosteller’s home 


